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(Communicated

Abstract.

We give a simplified

by John B. Conway)

proof

of an

imbedding

theorem

by

C. Fefferman [3].

The purpose of this paper is to provide a simplified proof of a deep result by
C. Fefferman (see [3,1]) concerning the imbedding

(1.1)

/ \u{x)\pV{x)dx<c f \Vu(x)\pdx,

Jr"

Jr"

Vue OR").

In fact (1.1) was proved in [3], for p = 2, assuming
VeLr'"~2r(Rn)
Here

Lr'"~ r(R") = Lr'n~'r

l<r<n/2.

is the classical Morrey space of the LXoc(R")

functions such that

sup -hrrl

xetL" p"
y
p>0

"' Jb(x,p)
JB(x,p)

\V{y)\rdy^\\V\\rrn_2r<+(X>

where we set B(x, p) = {y 6 R" : \x - y\ < p}.
Our proof rests on the following nice feature of the space Lr'"~2r : given
V e Lr'n~'r there exists an Ax weight in the same class majorizing V. Such a
property is not shared by L '"~ which is well known to be necessary but not

sufficient for ( 1.1) to hold.
Our result is the following:
Theorem.

(1.2)

Let 1 < p < n ,

1 < r < n/p ,

f \u(x)\pV(x)dx<c\\V\\r

Jr"
'
Here c depends on n and p only.

V e Lr'n~pr.

Then

( \Vu{x)\pdx,

Jr»

Vh6C0°°(R").

Proof. To prove (1.2) we assume for a moment that V e Ax (i.e. MV(x) <
cV(x) a.e. in R", where MV is the usual Hardy-Littlewood maximal function). This assumption will be removed later (see Lemma 1).
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For any fixed u e C^°(Rn) let 5 be a ball such that u e C^°(B). Consider
the solution z of the Dirichlet problem: -Az = V in B, z - 0 on dB.

Then

(1.3)

f \u{x)\pV{x)dx<p [ \u{x)\p l\Vu(x)\\Vz(x)\dx.
Jr"
Jr"

Now we observe that using an idea of Hedberg [6] it is easy to prove that the
assumption V eLr'n~pr implies the punctual estimate

(1.4)

|Vz(x)| <c(n,r,p)[MV{x)f-l)lp\\V\\\IPn_pr.

For the sake of completeness we will prove (1.4) in Lemma 2 below (see also
the proof of Theorem 2 in [2]). Substituting in (1.3) we have

^iM(x)iV(x)í/x<ciiFii;j_pf^|M(x)riiV"Wi[^^)](p_1)/í'^

^ c\\V\\l/Pn_pr(Jg\u(x)\pMV(x)dx^
' ^J\Vu(x)fdxyj
Ï

cWiIPn-pr^BHx)\pV{x)dx^

''(J\7u(x)fdxyj

\

where in the last inequality we used the Ax assumption on V. The conclusion
now follows.
The theorem will be completely proved after we prove the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let V e L ' p ,

1 < p < n,

1 < r < n/p . Let r, : 1 < r, < r.

Then (MVr')1/ri e Ax
I. r\Lr'n~pr.

Proof. (MVr') 'r' e Ax clearly (see [5], p. 158). Using the inequality proved
in [4] (Lemma 1, p. 111) we have

(1.5)

/ (MVri)r,riX(x)dx<cf
Jr"

[\V(x)\r']r,r,MX(x)dx,
Jr"

for any / nonnegative function. Now take as x(x) the characteristic function
of a ball Bp = Bp(x0). We have from (1.5)

Í {MVr,)r/r'dx<cl
Jbp

Í

\V(x)\rMxdx + Y^ [

[Jb2P

\V(x)\rMxdx \

k=i JB2k+lp\B2k/i

J
n

\f

\V(x)\rMxdx
+ J2[

[JB2P

k=l JB2^p\B2l'p

\V(x)\,<x_Px\_p)ndx

Finally

/ [Mv>rh dx < cwt,n-pr \(2Prpr+g
<c||F"r

7^Tr^k+iprpr

i—Dr

,n—pr"
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Lemma 2. Let V e Lr '" pr,

\iAV)(x)\

Í
Jr"

1 < p < n,

v(y)

1 < r < n/p.

409

Then

<c(n,r.p)[MV{x)f nl'$VtJl

pr

\X-y\"-'"y

Proof. Let p > 0. Then

—¡■ay= i
J\x-y\<p
\x-y\<p

X- y
\x-y\"

J x-v>p \X - V
J\x-y\>p\X-y\r'

*

By Hedberg [6] we have
|/'| < cnpMV.
For /", setting a = n - (r/2)(p + 1), we have

^"1< (f

P^dy\,r

\J\x-y\>p \x-y\
= /•/".

(f
I

\x-yt°/r+l-»)r"'-l)dy)l~

V-'l^-^l^

/

For /' using the assumption on V and the trick by Hedberg we have
j'<cp(l-p)/2-l)\\V\\
— "

Finally calculating /

"r ,n—pr

we get
\IxV\<c'pMV

For p = (fC^)

II

■i/p

+ c"pl-p\\V\\rn_pr.

wehave
\hV\<c{MV)l-llP\\V\\lIPn_pr.
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